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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS 

Dear Learner, 

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in order to become 

eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will be evaluated by the counsellors 

at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment response to the Coordinator of your Study 

Center. For a 4 credit course, there is one Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be 

minimum 02(two) Assignment.    

Purpose of Assignments: 

1. Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance Learning 

(ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in assignments. This will 

help you for better performance in the term-end examination. If you secure good grades/marks in 

assignments, your overall performance will improve. 

2. Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system. Your 

assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and general comments by 

the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as well as your weakness. Thus, it will 

establish two-way communication between learner and evaluator. 

How to Write Assignments: 

Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start writing your 

answer. 

1. Write your name, programme code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre name with 

code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. the format is given below. 
PROGRAMME TITLE: ____________________________________________________________________ 

ENROLMENT No.: _______________________ NAME: ________________________________________  

ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________  

COURSE CODE: _______________ COURSE TITLE: __________________________________________  

ASSIGNMENT CODE: _______________ STUDY CENTRE: ____________________________________ 

DATE: ___________________________   SIGNATURE: __________________________________ 

2. Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials carefully, understand 

the same and write answers in your own language and style. 

3. Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left side of each 

page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page. 

4. Your handwriting should be neat and readable. 

Weightage for each Assignments: 

For courses without having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% 
weightage. 

2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40%  or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point scale for each 

assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you 

have to re-submit in the next year. 

For courses having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment will carry 

10% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage. 
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40% in each assignment. In case you do not submit 

the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you have to re-submit in the next year. 
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ASSIGNMENT-01 
  Introduction to Sociology-1  (BASO-1) 

 (Theory) 

Full Mark – 100 

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

 

 Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each              Marks: 1 × 10= 10  

 

a) The term “sociology” was coined in which year?  

      କ)  “ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ” ଶବ୍ଦ କକଉ ଁବର୍ଷକେ େଚନା କୋଯାଇଥଲିା? 

b) In which century sociology emerged as separate social science in Europe? 

      ଖ) କକଉ ଁଶତାବ୍ଦୀକେ ସମାଜ ବିଜ୍ଞାନ ୟୁକୋପକେ ପଥୃକ ସାମାଜିକ ବିଜ୍ଞାନ ଭାବକେ ଉଭା କେଲା? 

 

c) Who divided Sociology into “Social Morphology”, “Social Physiology” and “General 

Sociology”?  

 

       ଗ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନକୁ “ସାମାଜିକ ମକ ଷ୍ ାକଲାଜି”, “ସାମାଜିକ ୍ିଜିଓକଲାଜି” ଏବଂ “ସାଧାେଣ ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ” କେ କିଏ ବିଭକ୍ତ   

       କଲା? 

d)  …………………, an Italian under the patronage of the Spanish King and Queen, set sail for 

India. 

       ଘ) …………………, ଜକଣ ଇଟାଲୀ, କେନେ ୋଜା ଏବଂ ୋଣୀଙ୍କ ପଷୃ୍ ଠକପାର୍କତାକେ ଭାେତ ଅଭିମକୁଖ ଯାତ୍ରା କଲା। 

e) Origin of Species was published by whom? ଙ) ପ୍ରଜାତିେ ଉତ୍ପତି୍ତ କାୋ ଦ୍ୱାୋ ପ୍ରକାଶତି କୋଇଥଲିା? 

 

f) ……………… was a necessary corollary of the Industrial Revolution. 

       ଚ) ……………… ଶଳି୍ପ ବିପ୍ଳବେ ଏକ ଆବଶୟକୀୟ ସମାଧାନ ଥଲିା | 

g) Verstehen is a ……………….. word.  ଛ) ଭକଟଷନ୍ କେଉଛି ଏକ ……………….. ଶବ୍ଦ | 

h) What is community sentiment? ଜ) ସମ୍ପ୍ରଦାୟେ ଭାବନା କ’ଣ? 

i) What is a role set?  ଝ) ଏକ ଭୂମିକା କସଟ୍ କ’ଣ? 

j) Caste is an ……………. status.  ଞ) ଜାତି କେଉଛି ଏକ ……………ପ୍ରସି୍ଥତି | 

 

Group ‘B’ 

 

Q. No 2. Answer within two sentences maximum.              Marks: 2 X 10 = 20  

a) Define “Sociology” by Max Weber. କ) ମୟାକ୍ସ କେବେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ” କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

b) What is society? ଖ) ସମାଜ କ’ଣ? 
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c) What do you mean by estate?  ଗ) ଇକଟଟ୍ ଦ୍ୱାୋ ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କେିବାକୁ ଚାେ ଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

 

d) Sociology is derived from which word and what does it mean? 

ଘ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ କକଉ ଁଶବ୍ଦେୁ ଉତ୍ପନ୍ନ କୋଇଛି ଏବଂ ଏୋେ ଅଥଷ କ’ଣ? 

e) Who are the advocates from synthetic school? ଙ)  ସିକେଟିକ୍ ବିଦୟାଳୟେ ଓକିଲମାକନ କିଏ? 

f) Define “association” by Morris Ginsberg. ଚ) କମାେିସ ୍ଜିନ୍ ସବଗଷଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ସଙ୍ଗଠନ” କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

g) What is meant by social group?  ଛ) ସାମାଜିକ କଗାଷ୍ ଠୀ ଦ୍ୱାୋ କ’ଣ ବୁଝାଯାଏ? 

h) Define “Culture” by E.B. Tylor. ଜ) ଇ. ବି. ଟାଇଲେ୍ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ସଂସ୍କତିୃ”କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

i) Give some examples of primary institution.  ଝ) ପ୍ରାଥମିକ ଅନୁଷ୍ଠାନେ କିଛି ଉଦାେେଣ ଦିଅନ୍ତୁ | 

j) What is paradigm?  ଞ) ପାୋଡାଇମ କ’ଣ? 

 

 

Group ‘C’ 

 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 75 Words)          Marks: 3 X 10 = 30 

 

a) What do you understand by Commercial Revolution? 

କ) ବାଣଜିିୟକ ବିପ୍ଳବ ଦ୍ୱାୋ ଆପଣ କ’ଣ ବୁଝନି୍ତ? 

 

b) Explain the importance of Sociology. ଖ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନେ ଗେୁୁତ୍ୱ ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କେ | 

c) Write down the differences between Sociology and Political Science. 

       ଗ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ ଏବଂ ୋଜକନୈତିକ ବିଜ୍ଞାନ ମଧ୍ୟକେ ପାଥଷକୟ କଲଖ | 

d) What are the various types of culture?  ଘ) ସଂସ୍କତିୃେ ପ୍ରକାେଗଡିୁକ କ’ଣ? 

e) Discuss briefly the characteristics of a social group.  

ଙ) ଏକ ସାମାଜିକ କଗାଷ୍ ଠୀେ ଗଣୁ ବିର୍ୟକେ ସଂକେପକେ ଆକଲାଚନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

 

f) Outline the relationship between culture and civilization.   

ଚ) ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ଏବଂ ସଭୟତା ମଧ୍ୟକେ ସମ୍ପକଷକୁ ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କେ | 

g) Distinguish between In-group and Out-group. ଚ) ଇନ୍-ଗପୃ ୍ଏବଂ ଆଉଟ୍-ଗପୃ ୍ମଧ୍ୟକେ ପାଥଷକୟ କେ | 

 

h) Discuss the characteristics of social norms.  ଜ) ସାମାଜିକ ଆଦଶଷେ ଗଣୁ ବିର୍ୟକେ ଆକଲାଚନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

i) What is formal school of Sociology? ଝ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନେ ଆନୁଷ୍ଠାନିକ ବିଦୟାଳୟ କ’ଣ? 

j) What is sociological perspective? ଞ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ ଦୃଟିକକାଣ କ’ଣ? 
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Group ‘D’ 

 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 500 Words)            Marks: 10 X 4 = 40  

a) Describe about the different methods in Sociology.   

କ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନେ ବିଭିନ୍ନ ପଦ୍ଧତି ବିର୍ୟକେ ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

 

b) Discuss the relationship between Sociology and Anthropology. 

ଖ) ସମାଜବିଜ୍ଞାନ ଏବଂ ଆକେରାକପାକଲାଜି ମଧ୍ୟକେ ସମ୍ପକଷ ବିର୍ୟକେ ଆକଲାଚନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

c) Give two definitions of Community. What are the elements of community? 

ଗ) ସମ୍ପ୍ରଦାୟେ ଦୁଇଟି ସଂଜ୍ଞା ଦିଅ | ସମ୍ପ୍ରଦାୟେ ଉପାଦାନଗଡିୁକ କ’ଣ? 

d) Write a note on the characteristics of culture.  ଘ) ସଂସ୍କତିୃେ କବୈଶଟିୟ  ଉପକେ ଏକ ଟିପ୍ପଣୀ କଲଖ | 

 

****  
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ASSIGNMENT-02 
  Introduction to Sociology-1  (BASO-1) 

 (Theory) 

Full Mark – 100 

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

 

 Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each               Marks: 1 × 10= 10  

 

a) The concept of ……… is related to the concept of status. 

କ)……… େ ସଂକଳ୍ପ ପ୍ରସି୍ଥତିେ ଧାେଣା ସେିତ ଜଡିତ | 

b) ……….. provides guidelines to behaviour.  ଖ) …………….. ଆଚେଣ ପାଇ ଁନିକଦଷଶାବଳୀ ପ୍ରଦାନ କକେ | 

c) Linton has divided role into ………….. and ……………. 

 ଗ) ଲିଣ୍ଟନ୍ ଭୂମିକାକୁ ………… .. ଏବଂ …………… କେ ବିଭକ୍ତ କେିଛନି୍ତ | 

d) What is ascribed status?  ଘ) ବରି୍ଣ୍ତ ପ୍ରସି୍ଥତି କ’ଣ? 

 

e) When power is legitimized it becomes a ……………. 

       ଙ) କଯକତକବକଳ ଶକି୍ତ କବୈଧକୃିତ େୁଏ ଏୋ ଏକ …………… କୋଇଯାଏ | 

 

f) Social stratification and ………………… determine each other.    

ଚ) ସାମାଜିକ ସ୍ତେୀକେଣ ଏବଂ ………………… ପେେେକୁ ନିର୍ଣ୍ଷୟ କେନି୍ତ | 

g) Define Hierarchy.   ଛ) କ୍ରମକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

h) What is gender?   ଜ) ଲିଙ୍ଗ କ’ଣ? 
 

i) …………………… approach highlights the procession aspects of status in preindustrial 

societies.     

      ଝ) …………………… ଆଭିମଖୁୟ ପ୍ରାଥମିକ ଶଳି୍ପ ସମାଜକେ ସି୍ଥତିେ କଶାଭାଯାତ୍ରା ଦିଗକୁ ଆକଲାକିତ କକେ | 

j) What do you mean by Power Elite?  ଞ) ପାୋେ୍ ଏଲିଟ୍ ଦ୍ୱାୋ ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କେିବାକୁ ଚାେ ଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

 

Group ‘B’ 

Q. No 2.  Answer within two sentences maximum.         Marks: 2 X 10 = 20   

         a) Define “Role” by Robert Bierstedt.  କ) େବଟଷ ବିଏେକଟଡଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ଭୂମିକା” କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 
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b) What is role set?  ଖ) ଭୂମିକା କ’ଣ? 

c) Define “status” by Duncan Mitchell. ଗ) ଡଙ୍କନ୍ ମିକଚଲଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ସି୍ଥତି” ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

d) What do you mean by “Multiple role”? ଘ) “ଏକାଧକି ଭୂମିକା” ଦ୍ୱାୋ ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କେିବାକୁ ଚାେ ଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

e) Define “norm” by Sherif. ଙ) କଶେି୍୍ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ଆଦଶଷ” କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

f) What is “Charismatic Power”? ଚ) “ଚେିତ୍ରବାଦୀ ଶକି୍ତ” କ’ଣ? 

g) Define Social Stratification.  ଛ) ସାମାଜିକ ସ୍ତେକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

h) What is Feminism? ଜ) "ନାେୀବାଦ" କ’ଣ? 

i) What do you mean by “Proletariat”? ଝ) “କପ୍ରାକଲଟାେିଏଟ୍” କେିବାେ ଅଥଷ କ’ଣ? 

j) What are “residues”? ଞ) “ଅବଶଟିଗଡିୁକ” କ’ଣ? 
 

 

Group ‘C’ 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 75 Words)    Marks: 3 X 10 = 30 

 

a) What is R.K.Merton’s opinion on “Role”?  କ) “ଭୂମିକା” ଉପକେ ଆେ କକ ମଟଷନ୍ ଙ୍କ ମତ କ’ଣ? 

b) Write a note on the role theory.  ଖ) ଭୂମିକା ସିଦ୍ଧାନ୍ତ ଉପକେ ଏକ ଟିପ୍ପଣୀ କଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

c) Distinguish between identive and assertive power.   

ଗ) ପେିଚାୟକ ଏବଂ ଦୃଢ଼ଶକି୍ତ ମଧ୍ୟକେ ପାଥଷକୟ କେନ୍ତୁ | 

d) Write down the characteristics of Status. ଘ) ପ୍ରସି୍ଥତିେ କବୈଶଟିୟ କଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

e) Define “norms” by Myers. ଇ) ମାୟସଷ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ଆଦଶଷ” ବୟାଖୟା କେନ୍ତୁ | 
f) Outline the relationship between culture and civilization.  

ଚ) ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ଏବଂ ସଭୟତା ମଧ୍ୟକେ ସମ୍ପକଷକୁ ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

g) What is meant by race? ଛ) ଜାତି ଦ୍ୱାୋ କ’ଣ ବୁଝାଯାଏ? 

h) Write down the basic features of the dialectical approach. 

ଜ) ଦି୍ୱଭାରି୍କ ପଦ୍ଧତିେ ମ ଳିକ  ବ ଶଟିୟ ଗଡିୁକ କଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

i) Outline the socio-anthropological approach to social stratification. 

ଝ) ସାମାଜିକ ସ୍ତେକେଣ ପାଇ ଁସାମାଜିକ-ଆକେରାକପାକଲାଜିକାଲ୍ ଆଭିମଖୁୟକୁ ବାେୟକେଖା କେନ୍ତୁ  | 

j) What do you mean by Derivatives? ଞ) "କଡେିକଭଟିଭ୍" ଦ୍ୱାୋ ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କେିବାକୁ ଚାେ ଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 
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Group ‘D’ 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 500 Words)      Marks: 10 X 4 = 40  

        a) Write a note on “Coercive Power”. କ)"ବାଧ୍ୟତାମଳୂକ ଶକି୍ତ" ଉପକେ ଏକ ଟିପ୍ପଣୀ କଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

b) Describe about Class.  ଖ) କେଣୀ ବିର୍ୟକେ ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

c)  Discuss Weber’s theory of social stratification.  

ଗ)କେବେଙ୍କ ସାମାଜିକ ସ୍ତେୀକେଣେ ସିଦ୍ଧାନ୍ତ ବିର୍ୟକେ ଆକଲାଚନା କେନ୍ତୁ | 

d) Write a note on the “Sociological Imagination” by C. Wright Mills. 

ଘ) ସି ୋଇଟ୍ ମିଲ୍ସଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାୋ “ସମାଜ ବିଜ୍ଞାନ କଳ୍ପନା” ଉପକେ ଏକ କନାଟ୍ କଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

 

 

**** 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS 

Dear Learner, 

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in order to become 

eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will be evaluated by the counsellors 

at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment response to the Coordinator of your Study 

Center. For a 4 credit course, there is one Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be 

minimum 02(two) Assignment.    

Purpose of Assignments: 

1. Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance Learning 

(ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in assignments. This will 

help you for better performance in the term-end examination. If you secure good grades/marks in 

assignments, your overall performance will improve. 

2. Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system. Your 

assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and general comments by 

the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as well as your weakness. Thus, it will 

establish two-way communication between learner and evaluator. 

How to Write Assignments: 

Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start writing your 

answer. 

1. Write your name, programme code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre name with 

code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. the format is given below. 
PROGRAMME TITLE: ____________________________________________________________________ 

ENROLMENT No.: _______________________ NAME: ________________________________________  

ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________  

COURSE CODE: _______________ COURSE TITLE: __________________________________________  

ASSIGNMENT CODE: _______________ STUDY CENTRE: ____________________________________ 

DATE: ___________________________   SIGNATURE: __________________________________ 

2. Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials carefully, understand 

the same and write answers in your own language and style. 

3. Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left side of each 

page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page. 

4. Your handwriting should be neat and readable. 

Weightage for each Assignments: 

For courses without having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% 
weightage. 

2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40%  or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point scale for each 

assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you 

have to re-submit in the next year. 

For courses having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment will carry 

10% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage. 
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40% in each assignment. In case you do not submit 

the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you have to re-submit in the next year. 
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ASSIGNMENT-01 
  Introduction to Sociology-2 (BASO-2) 

 (Theory) 

Full Mark – 100 

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

 Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each              Marks: 1 × 10= 10  

 

a) What is analogy?  କ) ଅନୁରୂପ କ’ଣ? 

b) Something which is essential and cannot be substituted is ……………. 

ଖ) କିଛି ଜରୁରୀ ଯାହା ବଦଳାଯାଇପାରିବ ନାହି ିଁ ତାହା ହହଉଛି ……………। 

c) Anything which is divided into different parts or sections is called ………………………. 

       ଗ) ହଯ ହକୌଣସି ଜିନିଷ ଯାହାକି ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଅଂଶ କିମ୍ବା ବିଭାଗହର ବିଭକ୍ତ ହୁଏ ……………………… କୁହାଯାଏ | 

d) What is Clerisy?  ଘ) ଧର୍ମଗରୁୁ କ’ଣ? 

e) Evolution theory, propounded by whom? ଙ) ବିବର୍ତ୍ମନ ତତ୍ତ୍ୱ କାହା  ଦ୍ୱାରା ପ୍ରସ୍ତାବିତ? 

f) Culture and Personality, sometimes also known as ……………… 

ଚ) ସଂସ୍କତିୃ ଏବଂ ବୟକି୍ତତ୍ୱ, ହବହଳହବହଳ ……………… ଭାବହର ର୍ଧ୍ୟ ଜଣାଶଣୁା | 

g) The process of ………………..begins at birth. ଛ) ……………….. ପ୍ରକି୍ରୟା ଜନ୍ ମରୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ ହୁଏ | 

h) Define socialization.  ଜ) ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

i) What is dialect?  ଝ) ଉପଭାଷା କ’ଣ? 

j) What is Ghotul?  ଞ) ହଘାଟୁଲ୍ କ’ଣ? 
 

Group ‘B’ 

Q. No 2. Answer within two sentences maximum.              Marks: 2 X 10 = 20  

a) What is Consanguine?  କ) "କନସଙୁ୍ଗଇନ୍" କ’ଣ? 

 

b) What is the basic unit of social structure in the study of the Nuer tribes by E. Evans-

Pritchard? 

ଖ) ଇଭାନ୍ ସ-ପି୍ରଚାର୍ମଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ନୁୟର୍ ଜନଜାତି ଅଧ୍ୟୟନହର ସାର୍ାଜିକ ଗଠନର ହର୍ୌଳିକ ଏକକ କ’ଣ? 

c) What is Ulema? ଗ) ଉହଲର୍ା କ’ଣ? 

d) Define society by T. Parsons? ଘ) ଟି ପାସମନ୍ ସ ଦ୍ୱାରା ସର୍ାଜକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 
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e) What do you mean by Primitive Society? ଙ) ପ୍ରାଥରି୍କ ସର୍ାଜ ଦ୍ୱାରା ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କହିବାକୁ ଚାହ ିଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

f) What is Looking-Glass Self?   ଚ) ଲୁକିଂଗ-୍ଗ୍ଲାସ ୍ହସଲ୍ଫ୍ କ’ଣ? 

 

g) What is meant by Primary Socialization?  ଛ) ପ୍ରାଥରି୍କ ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣ ଦ୍ୱାରା କ’ଣ ବୁଝାଯାଏ? 

h) Define socialization by Horton and Hunt.  ଜ) ହଟମନ୍ ଏବଂ ହଣ୍ଟ ଦ୍ୱାରା ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

i) What is Linguistic Code? ଝ) ଭାଷା ସଂହକତ କ’ଣ? 

j) What is Oedipus complex analysis? ଞ) ଇରି୍ପସ ୍ଜଟିଳ ବିହେଷଣ କ’ଣ? 

 

 

Group ‘C’ 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 75 Words)          Marks: 3 X 10 = 30 

a) What is Physiology? କ) ଫିଜିଓହଲାଜି କ’ଣ? 

b) Describe mechanical solidarity. ଖ) ଯାନି୍ତ୍ରକ ଏକତା ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

c) Define anomie.  ଗ) ଅହନାରି୍ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

d) What is meant by coercion? ଘ) ବାଧ୍ୟବାଧକତାର ଅଥମ କ’ଣ? 

e) Explain how human relationships are social. ଙ) ର୍ାନବିକ ସମ୍ପକମ କିପରି ସାର୍ାଜିକ ତାହା ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

f) What is “patterns of culture”? ଚ) “ସଂସ୍କତିୃର ଢାଞ୍ଚା” ର ଅଥମ କ’ଣ? 

g) What are the main objectives of socialization? ଛ) ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣର ର୍ଳୂ ଉହେଶୟ କ’ଣ? 

 

h) Explain how personality plays significant role in the formation of cultural pattern. 

       ଜ) ସାଂସ୍କତିୃକ ଢାଞ୍ଚା ଗଠନହର ବୟକି୍ତତ୍ୱ କିପରି ଗରୁୁତ୍ୱପରୂ୍ଣ୍ମ ଭୂରି୍କା ଗ୍ରହଣ କହର ତାହା ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

 

i) Describe briefly how socialization occurs in tribes.  

       ଝ) ଆଦିବାସୀର୍ାନଙ୍କହର ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣ କିପରି ଘହଟ ସଂହେପହର ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

j) What is re-socialization? ଞ) ପନୁଃ ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣ କ’ଣ? 

 

Group ‘D’ 

 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 500 Words)            Marks: 10 X 4 = 40  

 

a) Discuss about social structure.  କ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ଗଠନ ବିଷୟହର ଆହଲାଚନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

b) Write a note on the Characteristics of Society.  ଖ) ସର୍ାଜର ହବୈଶଷି୍ଟ୍ୟ ଉପହର ଏକ ହନାଟ୍ ହଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 
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c) Describe about Charles Horton Cooley’s: The Looking-Glass Self. 

 

ଗ) ଚାର୍ଲମ ସ ହଟମନ୍ କୁଲିଙ୍କ ଦି ଲୁକିଂଗ-୍ଗ୍ଲାସ ୍ହସଲ୍ଫ୍ ବିଷୟହର ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କର: | 

d) Discuss about the effect of mass media on the process of socialization. 

ଘ) ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣ ପ୍ରକି୍ରୟାହର ଗଣର୍ାଧ୍ୟର୍ର ପ୍ରଭାବ ବିଷୟହର ଆହଲାଚନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

 

****  
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ASSIGNMENT-02 
  Introduction to Sociology-2 (BASO-2) 

 (Theory) 

Full Mark – 100 

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

 

 Q. No. 1 Answer within one word or one sentence each               Marks: 1 × 10= 10  

 

a) What is “ego” said by Freud?  କ) ଫ୍ରଏର୍୍ ଦ୍ୱାରା ବରି୍ଣ୍ତ  “ଇହଗା” କ’ଣ? 

b)  What is role set? ଖ)ଭୂରି୍କା ହସଟ୍ କ’ଣ? 

c) Define Social order. ଗ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ କ୍ରର୍କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

d) Punishment given for the non-conformity to social norms is ………….. 

ଘ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ଆଦଶମର ଅନୁପଯକୁ୍ତତା ପାଇ ିଁ ଦିଆଯାଇଥବିା ଦଣ୍ଡ ହହଉଛି ………….. 

e) Define “Group”. ଙ) “ହଗାଷ୍ଠୀ” କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କର | 

f) The exchange of meaning and mutual influence is called …………… 

ଚ) ଅଥମ ଏବଂ ପାରସ୍ପରିକ ପ୍ରଭାବର ଆଦାନପ୍ରଦାନକୁ …………… କୁହାଯାଏ | 

g) Cooperation involves two elements ………………….. and ……………… 

ଛ)ସହହଯାଗ ଦୁଇଟି ଉପାଦାନ ଅନ୍ତଭମୁ କ୍ତ କହର ………………… .. ଏବଂ …………………………  

h) What is Assimilation? ଜ) ଆସିରି୍ହଲସନ୍ କ’ଣ? 

i) What is conflict? ଝ) ଦ୍ୱନ୍ଦ କ’ଣ? 

j) Define conflict by Gillin and Gillin. ଞ) ଗିଲିନ୍ ଏବଂ ଗିଲିନ୍ ଦ୍ୱନ୍ଦକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

 

Group ‘B’ 

Q. No 2.  Answer within two sentences maximum.         Marks: 2 X 10 = 20   

a) What is role conflict? କ) ଭୂରି୍କା ଦ୍ୱନ୍ଦ କ’ଣ? 

b) What do you mean by stereotype?  ଖ) ହଷ୍ଟ୍ରିଓଟାଇପ ୍ଦ୍ୱାରା ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କହିବାକୁ ଚାହ ିଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

c) Define Conformity. ଗ) କନଫରରି୍ଟିକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

d) What do you mean by Social category? ଘ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ବଗମ ଦ୍ୱାରା ଆପଣ କ’ଣ କହିବାକୁ ଚାହ ିଁୁଛନି୍ତ? 

e) What is Social cohesion?   ଙ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ସର୍ନ୍ ୱୟ କ’ଣ? 
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f) Define “Attitude”. ଚ)  ଆଟିଟୁୟର୍୍କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

g) Define Accommodation. ଛ) “ଆହକାହର୍ାହର୍ସନ କୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

h) What is Group dynamics? ଜ) ହଗାଷ୍ଠୀ ଗତିଶୀଳତା କ’ଣ? 

i) What is Competition? ଝ) ପ୍ରତିହଯାଗିତା କ’ଣ? 

j) What do you mean by Human behaviour?  ଞ) ର୍ାନବ ଆଚରଣ ଦ୍ୱାରା ତୁହର୍ କ’ଣ କହିବାକୁ ଚାହ ିଁୁଛ? 
 

 

Group ‘C’ 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 75 Words)    Marks: 3 X 10 = 30 

 

a) What are the three basic principles of socialization by Freud? 

କ) ଫ୍ରଏର୍୍ ଦ୍ୱାରା ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣର ତିହନାଟି ହର୍ୌଳିକ ନୀତ ିକ’ଣ? 

 

b) What do you understand by social control? 

ଖ) ଆପଣ ସାର୍ାଜିକ ନିୟନ୍ତ୍ରଣ ଦ୍ୱାରା କ’ଣ ବୁଝନି୍ତ? 

c) What is Direct and Symbolic Interaction? ଗ) ପ୍ରତୟେ ଏବଂ ସାହଙ୍କତିକ ପାରସ୍ପରିକ କି୍ରୟା କ’ଣ? 

d) Write briefly about Direct and Indirect Control.  

ଘ) ପ୍ରତୟେ ଏବଂ ପହରାେ ନିୟନ୍ତ୍ରଣ ବିଷୟହର ସଂହେପହର ହଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

e) What are the Characteristics of Assimilation? ଙ) ଆସାରି୍ହଲସନ୍ ର ଗଣୁଗରିୁ୍କ କ’ଣ? 
f) Describe about three dysfunctional aspects of social control. 

        ଚ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ନିୟନ୍ତ୍ରଣର ତିହନାଟି କାଯମୟେର୍ ଦଗି ବଷିୟହର ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

g) Discuss meaning and definition of Social process.  

ଛ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ପ୍ରକି୍ରୟାର ଅଥମ ଏବଂ ସଂଜ୍ଞା ବିଷୟହର ଆହଲାଚନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

h) Describe briefly about the Associative Social Processes.  

ଜ) ଆହସାସିଏଟିଭ୍ ସାର୍ାଜିକ ପ୍ରକି୍ରୟା ବିଷୟହର ସଂହେପହର ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 

i) What are the Characteristics of Cooperation?  ଝ) ସହହଯାଗର ଗଣୁଗରିୁ୍କ କ’ଣ? 
j) What do you understand by term Competition and how it is different from conflict? 

ଞ) ପ୍ରତିହଯାଗିତା ଶବ୍ଦ ଦ୍ୱାରା ଆପଣ କ’ଣ ବୁଝନି୍ତ ଏବଂ ଏହା ଦ୍ୱନ୍ଦ୍ୱଠାରୁ କିପରି ଭିନ୍ନ? 
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Group ‘D’ 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 500 Words)      Marks: 10 X 4 = 40  

 

a) Write a note on Mead's Theory of Socialization.   

କ) ଜି.ଏଚ.ରି୍ର୍୍ ର ସାର୍ାଜିକୀକରଣ ଥଓିରୀ ଉପହର ଏକ ଟିପ୍ପଣୀ ହଲଖନ୍ତୁ | 

 

b) Discuss about agencies of Social Control.   

ଖ) ସାର୍ାଜିକ ନିୟନ୍ତ୍ରଣ ଏହଜନ୍ି ସଗଡିୁକ ବିଷୟହର ଆହଲାଚନା କରନ୍ତୁ | 
 

c) Explain the Types of Cooperation. ଗ) ସହହଯାଗର ପ୍ରକାରଗରିୁ୍କ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ | 
 

d) Define Cooperation, Competition and Conflict and describe their Interrelations and 

Differences. 

       ଘ) ସହହଯାଗ, ପ୍ରତିହଯାଗିତା ଏବଂ ଦ୍ୱନ୍ଦକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କରନ୍ତୁ ଏବଂ ହସର୍ାନଙ୍କର ସମ୍ପକମ ଏବଂ ଭିନ୍ନତାକୁ ବର୍ଣ୍ମନା କରନ୍ତୁ 

| 
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